
 

 

 

TomTom and East View Geospatial partner to deliver 

global maps to the Australian Government 

TomTom and East View Geospatial offer solutions to support the public sector based on 

TomTom Orbis Maps, featuring global coverage and superior map richness 

 

Amsterdam, Netherlands, 11 July 2024 – TomTom (TOM2), the location technology specialist, and 

East View Geospatial (EVG) today announced their collaboration to supply global map data to the 

Australian Government Department of Defence. 

Governments rely on accurate maps for a variety of purposes. From mitigating natural disasters to 

carrying out national security functions, precise and current geospatial information is crucial for effective 

decision-making. This information supports governments in their strategic policy and operations, for 

instance by enabling the pinpointing of crucial locations and egress routes during emergencies and 

crisis situations with accuracy and confidence. 

EVG has been providing map data services to governments, public sector contractors, and think tanks 

for years. EVG leverages TomTom Orbis Maps to create an ArcGIS-ready global vector basemap. 

Supported by EVG's workflows, scripting, and generalization procedures, TomTom Orbis Maps can be 

used by a wide variety of public sector customers, efficiently and cost-effectively.  

The first customer for this solution, the Australian Government Department of Defence, assessed its 

efficacy based on map accuracy in various remote geographies. In its assessment, the Department 

noted remarkable levels of coverage and richness, providing them the confidence needed to navigate 

location-dependent decision-making, helping to protect and enhance Australia’s security, prosperity, 

and sovereignty. 

“TomTom has built one of the world’s most powerful platforms,” said Rodney Buhrsmith, Business 

Development, EVG. “Their platform harnesses the power of open data such as OpenStreetMap, by 

validating, quality-checking, and integrating all relevant sources and combining them with their industry-

leading proprietary location data. In doing so, TomTom delivers quality, detail, and coverage levels that, 

paired with EVG’s technical acumen in geospatial data transformation, provide customers with a 

uniquely powerful global vector basemap.” 

“We're excited to collaborate with great partners like East View Geospatial in bringing our fresh, reliable, 

global location data to support governments and public sector actors in addressing their specific 

requirements and challenges,” said Mike Schoofs, Chief Revenue Officer, TomTom. “With TomTom 

Orbis Maps, we’re unlocking the potential of open data to support even the most advanced use cases 

in both the private and the public sector, speaking to the versatility of our location technology.” 

http://www.tomtom.com/
https://geospatial.com/


About TomTom:  

Billions of data points. Millions of sources. Thousands of communities. 

We are the mapmaker bringing it all together to build the world’s smartest map. We provide location 

data and technology to drivers, carmakers, businesses and developers. Our application-ready maps, 

routing, real-time traffic, APIs and SDKs empower the dreamers and doers to move our world forward. 

Headquartered in Amsterdam with 3,700 employees around the globe, TomTom has been shaping the 

future of mobility for over 30 years. 

www.tomtom.com 

 

About East View Companies:  

East View was founded in 1989 and is headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA. East View is 

comprised of East View Information Services (www.eastview.com), East View Geospatial 

(www.geospatial.com) and East View Map Link (www.evmaplink.com). East View maintains thousands 

of supplier/publisher relationships throughout the world for maps and geospatial data and Slavic, Arabic 

and Chinese-produced social and hard science content. East View manages a data center, library and 

warehouse in Minneapolis where it hosts and stores dozens of foreign language databases, hundreds 

of thousands of maps and atlases and millions of geospatial, Slavic, Chinese and Arabic metadata 

records.  
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Media Relations  

mediarelations@tomtom.com  
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